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The world should focus on delivering decarbonisation promises and engage in international technological cooperation, rather than arguing over agreed upon goals, according to Xie Zhenhua, China's ...

Climate change: World should focus on delivering commitments instead of setting new goals, China’s top envoy says
Plastic pollution is an evident problem across the world. Many methods have tried to tackle it over the years. How do we get rid of plastic material that c ...

Method That Turns Plastic Into Proteins Wins $1.2 Million Prize
Instead of yesteryear’s dry and dusty lectures, science communicators are creating new and exciting ways to engage with science. The original cast of 3-2-1 Contact ... I’m an astronomer and I’m here ...

From Sputnik To Twitter, The History Of Science Communication
Until a few years ago, elite Colorado track and field athlete Annie Kunz used to feel fatigued — even during her warmups. And then there was the constant hunger: Sometimes her stomach would growl in ...

Sports Science Is Changing How Female Olympians Train. It Could Help You, Too
funded by the John Templeton Foundation and worth US$3m ( 2.1m), to lead a major new research project. The project will focus on the fundamental nature of time and its potential to reveal both ...

US$3 million grant to the University of Surrey for research into nature of time and life itself
In this webinar, we will explore these challenges and focus on ways that science and innovation can ... climate change–focused health research Answer questions from the online audience during ...

Healthy planet, healthy people: How climate change impacts human immunology
an atmospheric scientist at the Carnegie Institution for Science's Department of Global Ecology. "From my perspective, the jury is still out on that," he said. "Whichever the answer is ...

Extreme weather renews focus on climate change as scientists update forecasts
Why do some people get sick and die from COVID-19 while others seem to be completely unaffected? EPFL's Blue Brain Project deployed its powerful brain simulation technology and expertise in cellular ...

AI reveals how glucose helps the SARS-CoV-2 virus
More early sequences are probably out there, he wrote, and scientists should focus on identifying and analyzing ... new data about the origins and early spread of SARS-CoV-2.” He told Science that ...

Deleted SARS-CoV-2 sequences from early in Wuhan outbreak offer clues
Science denial isn’t a mistake, it’s a purposeful lie. Despite ample data that the vaccines are safe, false stories circulate on the internet claiming that scientists are lying to us, that the ...

COMMENTARY: Science denial is purposeful and political
Research is painting a sharper picture of what happens when our minds wander, and it’s showing that daydreaming may make us happier and more creative if we do it the right way. Yes, there’s actually a ...

Focus is important to productivity. But it’s daydreaming that makes us happy.
Picture two is my focus in between. Both are healing but in ... Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy and an intentional diet are science based tactics intended to detoxify and rebuild my immune system.” ...

Ryan Sutter Details His Extensive Treatment Plan 2 Months After Revealing Lyme Disease Diagnosis: Focusing on ‘Healing’
Per CEO and co-founder Nhon Ma, the startup’s focus on asynchronous ... Q&A and step-by-step answer platforms such as Wolfram Alpha, and actually integrates science into how solutions are ...

Numerade lands $100M valuation for short-form STEM videos
Blog articles dedicated to the debate about what people should do to succeed in B2B marketing generally focus on methods ... between the “art” and “science” of how to sell.

Why B2B Marketers Should Make Time For Deep Thinking
Snowflake’s team of data analytics experts has 10 predictions about what to expect in areas including data science ... can answer questions in near real-time, and an increased focus on improving ...

10 Vital Trends to Consider for Data Cloud Analytics
Extreme Weather Renews Focus on ... Institution for Science's Department of Global Ecology. "From my perspective, the jury is still out on that," he said. "Whichever the answer is, the policy ...
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